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A DAZZLING variety of gardens left the 2013 Tablelands Regional Gardens Award 
judge with an almost impossible task.

“Judge en Curtiss was faced with some very difficult decisions, gardeners right 
across the Atherton Tablelands have pulled out the stops this year,” Tablelands 
Regional Council Mayor Rosa Lee Long said today.

“The winners across all categories are very deserving, having put great effort 
and creativity in to the 3  gardens which were nominated.”

“This year, as in previous years, the Garden of the Year has been chosen from 
winners from both the Northern and Southern divisions. In 2013 the Garden of the 
Year has been won by Ray and Alice Titmarsh of Tolga.”

This year also marked a number of changes to the Awards, explained by 
Divisional Councillor Shaaron Linwood.

“We have introduced a Hall of Fame, to recognize the exceptional efforts of 
some of our premier green-thumbs,” Cr inwood said.

Inductees are ( orthern zone) Selfie hafer and Adile Shyqyr and (Southern 
zone) Ray and Alice Titmarsh and Shirley Kilpatrick.

“This year we altered the categories, deleting some and introducing a new 
Sustainable’ category which attracted some very strong entries,” Cr inwood said.

“It was a broad category, allowing everything from vegetable and produce 
gardens, to those with exceptional sustainable fertilizing and anything innovative 
and it uncovered some exceptional entries.”

Cr inwood said that the standard of entries was so high, in some cases special 
Judges Awards had also been made.

any gardens will be participating in Open Days where the public can admire, 
and be inspired by, their fellow Tablelanders’ efforts.

The Northern Zone open day will be held on Saturday 7 September in the 
Northern Zone and Saturday 14 September for the Southern Zone.

John and Kathryn Edwards, of Kuranda were placed 2nd in the Acreage/Rural 
section of the Northern Division.
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